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For my husband, Amos.
Every adventure is sweeter for his love.
For my son, Quint.
Every adventure is more exciting for his enthusiasm.
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Abstract
Scholarship on fin de siècle author Grant Allen (1848–99) largely overlooks the progressive
nature of Allen’s serialized fiction in the popular periodical press of the late nineteenth
century. In particular, contemporary criticism of Miss Cayley’s Adventures (Strand
Magazine, March 1898 – February 1899) often analyzes it solely through the lens of
detective fiction, thus disregarding the protagonist’s self-identification as an adventuress, as
well as how Allen reframes that label within the socio-cultural context of the late Victorian
era. Allen’s very place within the popular press often obscures scholars’ view of his
progressive writing of Lois Cayley. This essay situates Miss Cayley’s Adventures within the
Strand and examines how the illustrated text delineates modern womanhood for the
magazine’s middlebrow audience.

iv
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Imagine for a moment a young Victorian woman sitting atop an elephant. She holds a
rifle under her puffed-sleeve-clad arm and gazes through the gun-smoke at a snarling tiger
who is attacking the elephant. She has just shot the tiger and saved the life of the elephant—
and the lives of the rest of the hunters (figure 1). Were this bold adventurer a man, his
triumph would be lauded in the illustration’s caption and in the accompanying letterpress.
Were the adventurer a New Woman, her problematic masculinity would be highlighted by
the caption. Instead, the image explains the woman’s action as accidental, noting that “[The
gun] went off unexpectedly.”1 This is a woman who did indeed shoot at a tiger, but she did so
by accident, and therefore does not completely violate Victorian gender norms. This
delicately balanced image of the bold-but-not-threatening woman appeared in the pages of
the November 1898 issue of the Strand Magazine, a publication long considered to be a
conservative Victorian periodical. The woman is Lois Cayley, the protagonist of Grant
Allen’s Miss Cayley’s Adventures, which was serialized in the Strand from March 1898
through February 1899, and the illustration is the work of Gordon Browne, a house artist at
the magazine.
Most scholarship on Miss Cayley’s Adventures has characterized it as a detective
novel with a New Woman protagonist.2 Yet the elephant hunt is the climactic event of “The
Adventure of the Magnificent Maharajah” (November 1898), an installment in which no
detective work is undertaken. The illustration and caption highlight the violent intensity of
big-game hunting while maintaining a feminine image of Cayley, who is identified by the
letterpress as “the first girl who has ever gone tiger-hunting.”3 Allen’s serial does not present
the magazine’s readership with a detective but rather with a female adventurer, an
adventuress. Unlike the negative connotation that typically characterized the word
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“adventuress”—think Becky Sharp in Vanity Fair—Allen reclaims the word and uses it as a
critical means to interrogate the New Woman trope and to posit a fresh vision of what the
modern woman might become. Lois Cayley, in both the letterpress and illustrations, is
depicted as having the autonomy of the New Woman and the social graces of a conventional
middle-class girl; she boldly goes where her will takes her, yet she carefully guards her
reputation as she does so. Most importantly, she cuts her own path through the world,
seeking adventure wherever she finds it.
I.—Contextualizing Grant Allen (1848–1899)
Grant Allen prolifically published both fiction and nonfiction in the late Victorian
periodical press. His writings inspired admiration and anger on all sides of the socio-political
spectrum, but the mass reading public continually bought periodicals that contained his
byline.4 Many of his scientific articles offended the sensibilities of bourgeoisie readers, while
the tone of his 1889 treatise on the need for more rights for women infuriated members of the
suffragette movement.5 Allen had a healthy career as a professional writer, partially because
of his ability to write provocative fiction. However, he all but disappeared from literary
studies within a few decades of his death. Although scholarship on Allen has seen a minor
surge in the twenty-first century, it has largely overlooked the progressive nature of his serial
fiction in the popular periodical press. Anne Humphreys, in her analysis of the Idler,
contends that popular women writers “tend[ed] to pull their potential feminist punches when
they” contributed to the commercial periodical press.6 Chris Willis expands upon this
concern to also encompass male authors of popular fiction; she highlights the frequent
authorial choice to sacrifice the New Woman to the marriage plot ending simply to satisfy a
middlebrow audience. Willis contends that Allen presented his readers with cookie-cutter
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New Women, who marry inferior male heroes and settle for a traditional life as wife and
mother.7 This reading fits within academia’s conventional understanding of the Strand,
which has been singularly shaped by Reginald Pound’s claim that “certainly the middleclasses of England never cast a clearer image of themselves in print than they did in The
Strand Magazine. … [F]or more than half a century it faithfully mirrored their tastes,
prejudices, and intellectual limitations.”8 The middlebrow readership of the Strand, or so the
reasoning goes, wanted exciting stories that ended with marriage and motherhood, so Allen
delivered. It is true that Cayley does marry during the story—more on that later—but by
simply focusing on this narrative outcome, scholars have overlooked the progressivism of
Allen’s fiction. Furthermore, such scholarship is limited by Pound’s claim that popular
fiction within the magazine mirrored the audience’s own image of themselves. My reading of
Miss Cayley’s Adventures in its original illustrated and serialized form within the Strand
resituates the text and reveals how it worked to redefine womanhood for a middlebrow
audience.
In order to understand the surprisingly progressive slant of both Miss Cayley’s
Adventures and the Strand, it is important to consider the magazine’s editorial selfperception. When the magazine marked its two-hundredth number in September 1907, it ran
a reflective editorial in which the anonymous author laid claim to a far reaching cultural
impact: “A new generation has grown up since [the Strand] […] first appeared on the
bookstalls. What […] changes have come […] over the world of literature and of periodicals
and newspapers! Yet the Strand has not only survived these manifold and amazing changes,
of most of which it was itself the cause, but it continues as popular as when it first made its
modest bow to the public.”9 Counter to Pound’s claim that the Strand was a bastion of old
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Victorian values, the magazine viewed itself as a medium for “manifold and amazing
changes.”10 The promotion of such changes had to be balanced against the demands of the
literary marketplace. In 1893, founding editor George Newnes remarked on the need for
“things served up with other interesting matter. […] [Our readers] work hard enough in
everyday life, their recreation and their literature must, therefore, be as light as possible.”11
However, Newnes also argued that “the masses,” i.e., the reading public, “do not see the
changes which may be before them. They have no idea of doing anything beyond what they
may have seen done before. […] They are frightened by originality lest it might be
disastrous.”12 Thus, the Strand sought not only to provide its readership with light, engaging
literature but also to expose them to originality. As I will show, Allen’s serialized fiction
does just that. Cayley is, in both the narrative text and the illustrations, a young woman who
adheres to certain socio-behavioral norms that mark her as non-threatening to readers (e.g.
costume and reputation), but she is also a bold, self-supporting, well-educated woman
seeking adventure. She is an adventuress.
Allen’s shift from the pejorative to the more positive definition of “adventuress”
reflects his willingness to challenge cultural norms. When the newly created Strand
Magazine hired him as a house contributor, he was a well-established author known for
pushing against convention.13 Pound aptly characterized him as “the first writer to convey the
meaning of the Darwinian theory to the understanding of the multitude.”14 Scholar Peter
Morton points out that over the years Allen had “edgy relations with his consumers, the
reading public (especially over the issue of censorship).”15 Indeed, Margaret Oliphant—in
many ways the voice of conservative, traditional womanhood—included him in the “AntiMarriage League” in a derisive article published in Blackwood’s in January 1896. Yet
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regardless of his controversial oeuvre, Allen continually managed to appeal to a popular
audience. Pound relates an anecdote in which a bourgeois couple pay Allen a social call. As
they stand on Allen’s doorstep, the wife tells her husband that if Allen “openly blasphemes,
we leave the room.”16 Although she is clearly concerned about his transgressive reputation,
she does agree to call upon him socially so long as he does not explicitly offend her middleclass morality. This moment epitomizes Allen’s relationship with his readers: they found his
writings compelling and challenging, but they were only willing to have their morality
challenged so far. Within the pages of the Strand, Allen did to some extent pull his feminist
punches, but a close reading of Miss Cayley’s Adventures reveals the many ways in which he
challenged his readers’ conventionalities regarding gender.
The progressivism of Miss Cayley’s Adventures is further accentuated by Gordon
Browne’s illustrations, which pushed the visual representations of womanhood beyond the
confines of either the conservative wife-mother stereotype or the manly, aggressive New
Woman.17 In an illustrated magazine, the reader always consumes the text and the images
together. As Mary Elizabeth Leighton and Lisa Surridge point out, illustrations are just as
important as the stories that they accompany: they “do not merely reflect or supplement the
verbal text but constitute plot elements per se, thus profoundly affecting the narrative’s
unfolding and meanings.”18 Like Allen, Browne understood the role of middlebrow
illustrated periodicals in the literary marketplace. Even before the first issue of the Strand
appeared in 1891, he was “one of Britain’s most prolific illustrators of boys' stories, novels,
and magazines.”19 In 1894, he described his artistic philosophy in an interview with the
popular boys’ weekly newspaper Chums: “The black-and-white artist … must [really] read
[the story]. His own impressions may be very good, but the author’s are those that are
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required.”20 Browne’s illustrations should be read as a cooperative effort to amplify Allen’s
meaning. His illustrations incorporate a blend of the feminine visual tropes found in both
illustrations and advertising during the fin de siècle, including corseted waists, soft curls, and
puffy sleeves, but they also frequently show Cayley engaged in adventures in strikingly
public locations. Thus, readers visually encounter the appropriately feminine Cayley
gracefully competing in a bicycle race, typing up documents, traversing the Nile, and
participating in a tiger hunt.
II.—Womanhood: Old, New, & Modern
As a professional journalist, Allen understood the marketability of the New Woman.21
He clearly acknowledges that readers have seen the likes of Cayley before, for in the opening
of the series, he describes her as one of the first women at Girton College to ride a bicycle—
in fact, she popularizes cycling among the other students—and as someone who intends to
support herself financially. In “The Adventure of the Cantankerous Old Lady” (March 1898),
the reader learns that Cayley must support herself, for like so many characters in New
Woman novels, her parents are dead and her stepfather gambled away her inheritance.22 Yet
the narrative depicts those days of New Woman glory as a thing of the past. While Cayley
and Elsie Petheridge, her collegiate roommate, reminisce about their Girton days, they
discuss the ways in which society has changed in the few short years since Cayley began her
studies. She recounts that she “burst in upon” the girls’ college like a “bombshell.”23 Elsie
was “almost afraid at first to speak” to Cayley, for she “had a bicycle,” which was a
“startling innovation” that “terrified” the other girls.24 Such New Woman terrors are clearly a
thing of the past by 1898, for Elsie goes on to say, “And yet, after all, there isn’t much harm
in you.”25 The New Woman was no longer new. Allen’s opening scene further reminds his
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readers of the cultural shifts regarding womanhood that have already occurred, for Cayley
responds, “I hope not. […] I was before my time, that was all; at present, even a curate’s wife
may blamelessly bicycle.”26 This focus on the acceptance of New Woman behaviors and
values raises the question at the heart of Miss Cayley’s Adventures: What’s next? It is this
question that Grant Allen proposes to answer in the serial installments that follow.
Within the first sentence of the first installment, Allen establishes the narrator as
someone seeking adventure: “On the day when I found myself with twopence in my pocket, I
naturally made up my mind to go round the world.”27 At this point, the reader does not know
if the narrator is a male or a female.28 In fact, such a line and all that it implies would
normally be the province of a man. Cayley’s iconoclasm is amplified by the use of the word
“adventure” in the title of the series and of each installment. For readers of the Strand, the
title might bring to mind Arthur Conan Doyle’s detective series, The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes, which ran from July 1891 to December 1893. Or perhaps the title of Allen’s serial
would remind them of the only other series title to use the term: L.T. Meade and Clifford
Halifax’s medical mystery The Adventures of a Man of Science, which ran in the Strand from
July 1896 to February 1897. However, the nineteenth century literary marketplace used the
term “adventure” in the titles of works from many genres. Consider Mark Twain’s
Adventures of Tom Sawyer and Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. The only
other occurrences of the word “adventure” in titles of stories in the Strand are more aligned
with these titles than with detective fiction. Both “A Railway Adventure” by Dr. Max Nordau
and “The Adventures of Said” by W. Hauff—which each appeared in the July 1897
number—feature characters who are exploring the world rather than solving mysteries.
Although Cayley does solve a few mysteries over the course of the serial—all of which
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involve a central criminal, Higginson—her opening declaration that she wants “to go round
the world” establishes her as an adventurer seeker. This is reiterated in the third installment
when Cayley asserts that “An adventuress I would be; for I loved adventure.”29 Lois Cayley
is driven not by detective fever but by wanderlust.
Browne’s illustrations of Cayley, her adventures, and, in particular, her attire help the
reader to recognize her adventurous spirit without rejecting her for her failure to conform to
gender expectations. Margaret Beetham argues that “since ‘costume’ was the crucial marker
of sex, rejection of traditional female dress precipitated acute anxiety about all the
differences maintained by the sexual norm.”30 Browne’s visual references to conventional
female dress in the first nine installments are intended to quell readers’ anxieties about
unsexed women. His illustrations never show Cayley in any variation of bloomers, even
when she bikes, nor does he ever show her smoking a cigarette.31 The first illustration of the
serial, which takes up approximately a quarter of the two-page spread, represents Cayley as a
traditional young woman who dresses smartly (figure 2). His rendering lacks the overt
masculinization found in the caricatures of the New Woman in such periodicals as Punch.32
Instead, Browne emphasizes the delicate hands of both women, as well as their puffed
sleeves and corseted waists. Yet at the same time, Cayley is perched comfortably on a desk
and Elsie’s sleeves are rolled up. Between them lies the glue pot and sheets of wallpaper that
indicate their activity: wallpapering Elsie’s apartment. The engaging image of the two
women in action embodies Browne’s self-professed desire to capture action, what he called
“go.”33 This sense of mobility is reinforced by the caption, which quotes Cayley’s statement
that she is “going out, simply in search of adventure.”34 The pairing of familiar feminine
costume with bold language and autonomous activity defines the modernity of the women.
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Yet Cayley, whose light dress makes her the focus of the illustration, is clearly the
more modern of the two. Elsie, who was a few years ahead of Cayley at Girton, to some
degree retains the characteristics of the stereotypical New Woman: she lives in rooms of her
own, bicycles to her job as a teacher, and is fairly unsexed. She is not interested in marriage,
and she lacks domestic skills. Prior to embarking on adventure, Cayley must “cut out half [of
Elsie’s] clothes for her; her own ideas were almost entirely limited to differential calculus.
And cutting out a blouse by differential calculus is weary, uphill work.”35 Cayley’s skill as a
seamstress ironically serves as a metaphor for her modernity: she is fully capable of cutting
out her own pattern for modern womanhood. Just as she made cycling acceptable, so too
shall she make her own “pattern” of behavior—her own place in the world. Throughout the
course of her various adventures, Cayley makes adjustments, tweaks existing paradigms, and
creates her own pattern for life. Elsie is hesitant to embrace Cayley’s bold modernity, but just
as she is content to let Cayley cut out her costume, she is, like the readers of the Strand, also
willing to follow along on Cayley’s adventures.
Leaving behind domestic tasks, Cayley heads out to find a way to turn the two-pence
in her pocket into an adventure. She has no plan other than to “submit myself to fate; […] I
shall go out this morning […] and embrace the first stray enterprise that offers.”36 She soon
encounters an opportunity in Kensington Gardens. As she sits on a bench under a tree, she
overhears a woman complaining to her friend about her upcoming companion-less journey.
Seeing an opportunity for adventure, Cayley leans around the tree and interrupts them,
offering her services as the solution to the lady’s problem.37 Browne’s illustration
emphasizes both her feminine costume and her active temperament (figure 3). Lady
Georgiana shrinks away from Cayley: “She grew purple in the face with indignation and
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astonishment, that a casual outsider should venture to address her.”38 The two women seem
to fit into the worn out New Woman/Old Woman dichotomy. As Alexis Easley points out,
“The emergence of the New Woman in 1894—as a media creation and social identity—
followed two decades of media obsession with (and construction of) conflict between
generations of women: the ‘advanced’ young woman and the ‘old lady.’”39 Yet the letterpress
and illustration subtly undermine this binary, instead displaying intergenerational
compatibility. Lady Georgiana is looking directly at Cayley; she does not shun the younger
woman by looking away. The caption, “‘Excuse me,’ I said, ‘but I think I see a way out of
your difficulty,” draws attention to Cayley’s quick wits and bold willingness to cross
generational and class lines in the pursuit of adventure.40 Cayley’s unwillingness to quail
under the gaze of the older, titled woman leads Lady Georgiana to the conclusion that “The
girl has spirit.”41 The aristocratic old lady warms quickly to the modern woman and
facilitates Cayley’s first adventure. The compatibility of the old woman and the new is
further reflected in the fact that they share the same name: Georgiana. Whereas the
cantankerous old lady has never had “courage enough to burst out and change it,” Cayley has
chosen to ignore her first name and instead be known by her middle name, Lois.42 This
solidarity builds on Lady Georgiana’s “encouraging tone” about Cayley’s “spirit” and thus
models for readers how that they might accept and appreciate the self-assured, poised modern
woman of the century to come. Allen uses Cayley to show the reader a version of modern
womanhood that is, to quote George Newnes, “beyond what they may have seen before.”
III.—Lois Cayley: Adventuress
Lois Cayley is, as the title suggests and her actions confirm, an adventuress in the
most literal sense of the word: a woman who engages in adventures. Allen addresses the
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negatively connotative use of the label “adventuress” in “The Adventure of the Supercilious
Attaché” (April 1898) when Lady Georgiana says she is “always afraid […] that some
fascinating adventuress will try to marry him [her nephew] out of hand. A pretty face, and
over goes Harold!”43 The events of the rest of the episode weave around Lady Georgiana’s
concern about Cayley’s potential designs on her nephew Tillington and around Cayley’s
actual growing affection for him. Yet during a conversation with Tillington, Cayley
repurposes the word. She declares her intention to ignore her budding love for him for two
reasons: first, because she is “in quest of adventures,” and second, because she refuses to be
romantically involved without financial equality between herself and her lover.44 There is too
wide of a gap between “his prospective half-million” and her status as a “penniless girl—an
adventuress.”45 Here, Allen blurs the distinction between the term’s negative association with
immorality and artifice and the modern, positive definition that Cayley embodies: a woman
who makes her own path in the world, for “the world is all before [her].”46
Allen reinforces this modern, positive definition throughout the series, repeating the
word twenty-one times and frequently shifting the plot and the reader’s perception around its
revised meaning. For instance, “The Adventure of the Urbane Old Gentleman” (August
1898) introduces Tillington’s rich bachelor uncle, Ashurst, who engages the typing services
of Cayley, who has opened her own small office as a typewriter. After Cayley successfully
executes several minor business letters, Ashurst decides to dictate his will to her. Once he has
laid out various small bequests, he grumbles about needing a clause to ensure that his nephew
does not marry the “adventuress, quite shocking creature,” who he has been informed is
pursuing Tillington.47 Prior to this moment, Cayley has twice rejected Tillington due to his
financial prospects from Ashurst.48 She sits at a typewriter composing a will that disinherits
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her too-rich lover, while Ashurst quotes the villain Higginson about her own shocking
unsuitability to marry Tillington. The previous two-thirds of the installment have built a
solid, warm, familial relationship between Cayley and Ashurst, who at one point labels
himself her “contingent uncle.”49 Like Ashurst, the bourgeois reader has gotten to know and
accept this bold adventuress. As Ashurst scoffs and scorns the “painted Jezebel” who is after
his money, the reader knows his error, his misguided understanding of Cayley.50 Allen leaves
little room for siding with Ashurst, for the misunderstanding is clearly another villainous plot
by the nefarious Higginson. Furthermore, Cayley’s willingness to identify herself as an
adventuress places her in the moral right, for she does not conceal her identity: “I made up
my mind at once. […] ‘I can give you this girl’s name; [… it] is Lois Cayley!’”51 As the truth
dawns on Ashurst, he decides that he very much wants this adventuress to marry his nephew,
for his business interactions with her have left a strong, positive impression. When he
attempts to edit the will to specify that Tillington will receive the money provided that he
marries Cayley, she objects with the voice of those long fighting for women’s autonomy:
“You must not put it, Mr. Ashurst. I could not consent to be willed away to anybody.”52
Cayley expects her consent to matter and her autonomy to be respected. Her principled and
consistent actions—which take center stage in subsequent installments—are intended to
endear her to conservative Victorians within the story. As each conservative critic slings the
negative term “adventuress” at her, Cayley replaces it with a more modern definition: a
woman who seeks adventure in the world.
IV.—Modern Chivalry, at Home and Abroad
Cayley’s status as an adventuress—a female adventurer—is based not only on her
principled actions but also on her chivalric attitude toward others. For instance, she
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frequently takes care of Elsie. Cayley pays for Elsie’s summer holiday, justifying her actions
by saying that “Elsie [is] one of those fragile little flowers which ‘tis everybody’s duty to
protect and to care for.”53 Whereas Elsie was previously presented as a New Woman, a foil
for Cayley’s modernity, by the fourth installment of the series (June 1898), Elsie is a weak
person in need of Cayley’s care and protection. Cayley points out that she is an apt
benefactor, for she is “a great, strong, healthy thing, fit to fight the battle of life and take care
of [her]self.”54 Furthermore, Cayley uses her physical strength to save others from danger,
and her chivalric behavior suggests that it is less important for men to protect women than for
strong individuals to protect weak ones. In “The Adventure of the Impromptu Mountaineer”
(July 1898), Cayley is able to use her physical skills as a rower and bicyclist to rescue “an
expert mountaineer.”55 Significantly, the skilled climber is Harold Tillington, the man whom
she later marries, after they have become financial equals. Cayley’s ability to notice that
Tillington has fallen on the mountain, to track his climb, and to rescue him are not, however,
attributed to her love for him.56 It is necessity that proves the mother of invention. While
Elsie is “frightened” and “shrank back” from the precipice over which Tillington has fallen,
Cayley, with the same rapid thinking that saved the day in earlier installments, uses her
knowledge of physics to climb down the rock face, make a litter, and hoist Tillington to
safety.57 Browne’s illustration of this moment shows Cayley on the way down, testing the
strength of the rope as she goes (figure 4). The rope includes the footholds that she tied in so
that she would be able to climb back up. The illustration shows her corseted waist, full skirt,
and puffy sleeves; her costume demonstrates that she is still feminine in this overtly
masculine moment of climactic adventure.
Here, the interrelated play between illustration and letterpress comes into sharp focus.
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Allen’s text seldom addresses Cayley’s physical appearance or attire, yet as a seasoned writer
for the Strand Magazine, an Illustrated Monthly, Allen knew that his text would be
accompanied by visual representations of his characters. Allen had been a frequent
contributor since the magazine’s first issue in 1891, and Miss Cayley’s Adventures was his
third long-running series. Ultimately, Allen’s byline appeared sixty-five times in the Strand
Magazine. When Allen’s text is read outside of its original periodical context, the reader is
free to imagine Cayley climbing down the rocky mountainside in the practical dress popular
within some fin de siècle groups. However, when it is read within its original context in the
illustrated magazine, the reader’s first impression of the characters comes from seeing them
in Browne’s illustrations. A reader picking up the July 1898 issue of the Strand would see
Cayley’s chivalric rescue played out in the illustration of her climbing down the mountain.
Regardless of the lack of letterpress description of Cayley, the reader would encounter her
rescue of Tillington with the feminine imprint created by Browne’s illustration. Thus
throughout the rescue, Cayley retains a sense of respectability through Browne’s use of the
appropriately feminine costume.
Cayley’s femininity and adventurousness are paired to great effect when she leaves
the traditional, familiar world of Europe behind and ventures into the greater British Empire
as a journalist. The farther her adventurous travels take her from Britain, the more sharply
her British womanhood comes into focus.58 Cayley’s travel adventures push beyond the
existing confines to present the reader with a modern womanhood that is more than either the
old and the new womanhood so often represented in the press. In “The Adventure of the
Unobtrusive Oasis” (September 1898), Cayley is hired as a travel writer for a British
newspaper and sets off for Egypt with Elsie in tow. Upon reaching Egypt, Cayley and Elsie
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receive the aid of a fellow traveler—a male doctor—who helps them secure transportation up
the Nile. When Cayley notices that the doctor is “half inclined to invite himself” along, she
exclaims, “I will not go up the Nile, unchaperoned, with a casual man acquaintance.”59 Here,
Cayley protects her reputation by conforming to sexual purity standards, which mandate that
a single woman must be chaperoned when in the presence of a sexually available man. Of
course, as Ruth Jenkins points out, “as women, most female travelers met with resistance in a
variety of ways, especially if they ventured forth unchaperoned by a husband or other
appropriate male companion.”60 In claiming that the doctor is not an appropriate male for her
to travel with, Cayley uses her respectability as a way to mitigate the reader’s potential
concern about her unchaperoned travels. Yes, she is venturing forth unchaperoned, but she
also dutifully refuses to compromise her femininity by allow an inappropriate male to travel
with her down the Nile.
Cayley’s British femininity does not override her chivalric nature. During her travels,
the two come together to great effect when she encounters a woman whose Britishness has
been subsumed by the foreign identity imposed on her by the Arab army, who captured her
when her family was “with Gordon’s force at Khartoum.”61 This encounter happens on a
two-page spread in the Strand that features two illustrations, rather than one. In the first, the
adventuress rides on a camel, her traveling cape billowing out behind her (figure 5). In the
second, Browne highlights Cayley’s keen observation skills, for neither the doctor—who has
followed them in a respectable manner—nor Elsie notice the veiled woman, who Browne
isolates by omitting the pressing crowd from around her in the frame (figure 6). Here, the two
women are the same size, creating a visual link between them as Cayley looks directly at her
counterpart.62 Again, Browne places Cayley in the light, while the woman is dark in her
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black burqa. Even as the image contrasts the veiled woman against Cayley’s feminine form,
it also distances Cayley from the out-of-focus Elsie and the doctor, who is not physically
escorting her or Elsie through the crowd. The captive English woman says, “I was sold to a
man at Dongola. He passed me on again to the chief of this oasis. […] I hate this life. Is there
any chance of a rescue?”63 Cayley’s chivalric temperament inspires her to liberate the
woman, and she convinces her travel companions to join her in the feat.
Just as the visual contrast between Cayley and the English woman in a burka
heightens the reader’s sense of Cayley’s appropriate femininity, the events of the actual
rescue causes her modernity to come into sharper focus. As Cayley formulates the rescue
plan, the captive woman reveals that she has children from her marriage to the chief to whom
she was sold. Cayley’s instant response that the children must be rescued as well challenges
conventional British legal notions of parental rights. Her declaration that she wants the rescue
to include them causes the doctor to balk, declaring that “We can take away the lady—she’s
English, and detained against her will: but we can’t deprive anny [sic] man of his own
children.”64 Cayley stands firm and demands justice: “‘Yes, we can,’ I said stoutly; ‘if he has
forced a woman to bear them to him whether she would or not. That’s common justice.’”65
Cayley’s refusal to leave the Englishwoman’s children behind highlights the gender politics
of the situation. Kristi Siegel reminds us that the travel narrative genre “provided a subtle
method of critiquing [British] culture.”66 Cayley critiques the rigid British laws that give all
parental rights to a father such that the reader is offered the choice between two opposing
cultural notions. If readers agree with the traditional perspective espoused by the doctor, then
they are condoning leaving half-English children in the care of a foreigner. However, if they
take Cayley’s side in the argument, then they are shifting away from a patriarchal view and
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toward the modern notion that women are entitled to parental rights, at least in the event of a
forced marriage.
Here again Elsie becomes a foil for the more progressive Cayley, for she avoids all
points of the political controversy. She is the “largely depoliticized” New Woman that Chris
Willis identifies in her analysis of late nineteenth century popular fiction.67 Elsie’s reluctance
to engage in a plan that would work against the patriarchal norms of her era highlights
Cayley’s willingness to directly address social justice issues affecting women. Browne’s
illustration further amplifies the chivalric impulse to protect the woman and children rather
than to conform to the socio-cultural norms under critique (figure 7). The image of the
crouching woman, who is protecting her young daughter while her son looks at the reader
with concern, appears on the right-hand side of the two-page spread that includes the critical
discussion of whether or not to rescue the children. Thus the reader experiences Browne’s
sympathetic depiction of the maternal English woman who longs to return to Britain with her
children prior to being challenged to decide between the doctor’s traditional stance and
Cayley’s progressive one. It is clear in this moment that Cayley’s choice to be a female
adventurer in no way releases her from her moral obligation toward her fellow
countrywoman. Rather, her sense of chivalry and adventurous spirit compel her to protect the
weaker Elise, to save fallen mountaineers, and to rescue the English woman and her children.
V.—Interrogating the Modern Woman
Throughout the series, Allen delineates Cayley’s modern womanhood through the
various employment options open to and claimed by women of the middle classes in the late
nineteenth century. In each job, Cayley pushes beyond its previously established boundaries.
She starts in a conventionally acceptable role as the travel companion to a titled old woman,
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but she establishes from the beginning that Lady Georgiana must take her on her own terms,
not the other way round. Cayley then uses her New Woman aptness for bicycling to be a
sales agent for a newer, better kind of bicycle. She uses the bicycle as both a means of
physical mobility—as did the New Woman and then most women—and of financial mobility
when she enters the professional marketplace and essentially runs her own business. Next,
she becomes a genuine entrepreneur by opening her own typing bureau, in which she acts as
both manager and typist. Finally, she seizes an opportunity to truly create her own story by
writing up her adventures for the periodical press. Cayley’s choice to work as a journalist
does seem to place her in the New Woman stereotype, for “writing was as characteristic of
the New Woman as was cycling.”68 Allen’s own Hermina Burton in The Woman Who Did
(1894) takes to writing for the periodical press to support herself and her daughter. But most
New Woman writers use the press to eke out a modest livelihood and, as in the case of Ella
Hepworth Dixon’s Mary Erle, write about gender-appropriate topics such as society gossip.
Cayley instead takes on the job of journalist as a means to further adventures; her editor hires
her specifically to write “racy” and “descriptive articles” on such broad topics as “Cairo, the
Nile, Syria, and India.”69 In essence, Cayley becomes the kind of woman writer whose work
appears within the pages of the Strand. As she creates her own path and cuts out her own
pattern, she is both the content and the creator of content for the periodical press. Both roles
construct a distinctly modern form of womanhood.
As Allen moves the reader through this progression of vocations, he places Cayley in
opposition to several bourgeois characters who express various facets of conventional
thinking and dramatizes them coming to appreciate her chosen path as an adventuress.
Cayley wins over a titled old woman, a privileged man of business, a woman of the upper
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middle classes, a doctor, and at the end, a solicitor. Their conversion to her way of thinking is
meant to mimic the reader’s own transformation. Yet without a doubt her adventures
represent a transgression against conventional womanhood. Before giving the reader a
“happily ever after” ending, Allen interrogates these transgressions by metaphorically
placing Cayley on trial via the actual trial at the center of the tenth installment. In “The
Adventure of the Cross-Eyed Q.C.” (December 1898), Tillington’s cousin accuses him of
forging their Uncle Ashurst’s will, which you may recall left the bulk of the estate to
Tillington. Because she typed the will, Cayley is called as a witness in the forgery trial.
When she is called to the witness stand, all of her previous professional endeavors become
fuel for the opposing barrister, who bluntly declares her “a lady, indeed, by birth and
education, but an adventuress by choice—a lady who, brought up in a respectable, though not
(he must admit) a distinguished sphere, had lowered herself by accepting the position of a
lady’s maid, and had trafficked in patent American cycles on the public high-roads.”70 He
goes on to call her a “clever and designing woman.”71 The scornful tone and the negative
cultural connotations of the word “adventuress” state what the reader, like Ashurst, may have
thought prior to getting to know Cayley. Here, again, the reader is disinclined to agree with
the middlebrow individual, for the reader is set in opposition to the “cross-eyed” barrister
from the moment that they read the title of the installment. Allen further distances the reader
from the barrister by describing him as “a heavy man with bloated features and a bulbous
nose” who has an “odious leer.”72 Browne’s various visualizations of the lawyer emphasize
these characteristics, adding visual weight to the character’s moral repugnancy.
As a representative of the conventional patriarchy, the barrister casts aspersions upon
Cayley’s validity and integrity as a witness, criticizing each of her transgressive choices,
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which causes the all-male jury and the mostly male audience in the courtroom to “titter” and
smile at her responses.73 The barrister shames her by evoking conventional prohibitions
against women who do not stay safely confined to their domestic sphere. As Cayley realizes
his strategy to undercut her authority, she tells the reader, “you can’t justify originality to a
British jury” and then adds, “the jury could never understand my point of view. It could
never be made to see that there are adventuresses and adventuresses.”74 The modern woman
is, in effect, too original to be defined in legal conventionalities. The reader, then, is faced
with the explicit choice at the heart of the series: Should they, like the jury and the cross-eyed
Q.C., see Cayley as a transgressive adventuress? Or should they align themselves with Lady
Georgiana, Ashurst, and the rest, who view her as a bold, principled modern woman who
remains feminine while audaciously cutting out her own adventurous pattern for life?
This choice is enhanced by a subtle shift in Browne’s illustration of Cayley. In
previous drawings of her out in the world—see for instance figure 3—she wore a fitted, very
feminine coat, one that resembles those in the Strand advertisements, such as the one for
John Noble, Ltd that appeared in the 1898 volumes of the magazine (figure 8).75 Clearly, her
dress is up to date, as befits a middle-class woman. Browne’s allusion to these ads
accentuates Cayley’s construction of her appropriately gendered costume. The installment
begins with Cayley journeying solo through India and Japan as a journalist, then returning to
England by voyaging across the Pacific, Canada, and the Atlantic. Somewhere along the
way, she adopts a more modern coat, one that hints at the Edwardian styles to come in the
next century, for when she appears in the witness box in “The Adventure of the Cross-Eyed
Q.C.,” she has updated the fashion of her coat to reflect the current and every changing
fashions (figure 9). As the reader watches the barrister interrogate her, they see in her new
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coat a symbol of her modernity. This coat also appears in an advertisement in the Strand,
which includes the straight-waist and smaller puffs that characterize Cayley’s appearance
(figure 10). Interestingly, the ad tells the reader that this coat is “a perfect marvel of
cheapness.”76 Cayley switches to this inexpensive model after the narrative establishes her as
well paid by her newspaper editor, and she wears it throughout the conclusion of the story,
when her financial stability is secured. The novelty of her attire thus simultaneously
references the advertising pages, which commercialize “what’s next” in women’s fashion,
while also emphasizing her frugality and thus underscoring her lack of mercenary intentions
with regards to Tillington and marriage.
As much as readers, at this point, believe in Lois Cayley as a modern woman, they
must wait for her to be vindicated. When the jury convicts Tillington of forgery, Cayley
“reeled where [she] sat.”77 This moment of inner turmoil and outer stillness is the subject of
Browne’s final illustration for the installment (figure 11). Whereas most of the images of
Cayley are characterized by Browne’s emphasis on “go,” this stationary moment of
condemnation captures the shock of the expected outcome—a shock that the reader
undoubtedly shares. The modern woman, in all her visual novelty, has been tried and found
guilty. She can only sit and wish that she “were a man.”78 For no matter how adventurous or
original she is, in the face of the law, she is still a powerless woman. Furthermore, she is one
who has rejected her cultural capital by failing to assume her “rightful” place within the
domestic sphere.
VI.—Romance
Of course, the serial’s marriage plot ending might be viewed as a capitulation to the
tastes of the Strand’s middlebrow readership. As the reader expects from the beginning,
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Cayley must marry her lover. However, I would argue that she does not capitulate to societal
expectations at the conclusion of her adventures, nor does she explicitly exchange the label
of adventuress for that of wife. Allen uses the romance plot to address problems associated
with conventional marriage. Miss Cayley’s Adventures echoes Frances Power Cobbe by
calling for a move away from mercenary marriages toward those grounded in genuine feeling
and more equitable gender relationships. Allen lightens these heady topics for his readership,
it is true, but he does so in such a way as to invite the reader to see beyond traditional views
of marriage and to imagine marriage as a partnership between equals.
When Cayley and Tillington meet, Allen establishes her adventurous spirit and her
ability to meet Tillington on equal terms. Cayley describes him to the reader as someone with
whom she can talk “with frank ease of manner.”79 Their first intimate conversation occurs as
they walk up a steep hill, as indicated by Browne’s illustration of Cayley, with her puffed
sleeves and small waist, walking ahead of and therefore above Tillington, who “had hard
work to overtake” her on the hill (figure 12).80 As they climb, they carry on a philosophical
conversation about marriage that strongly echoes the main tenets of Allen’s own treatise on
the topic, his 1889 article “Plain Words on the Woman Question.” Tillington expresses the
progressive idea that a wife should be a “free agent” who is able to lead “a life as high as she
is capable of leading, with full scope for every faculty of her intellect or her emotional
nature.”81 Cayley warms to his charm and sentiment, but she does not let it override her plan
to circle the globe or her principled belief that marriage must be between equals. At the end
of her agreed upon time with Lady Georgiana, she tells Tillington that she is “an
adventuress” and boldly asserts that she is “in quest of adventures.”82 He understands her
non-pejorative use of the word but not the principled beliefs behind it, for he declares that “I
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must ask you; […] say you will give me at least some other chance of […] pressing my suit
upon you.”83 Cayley then uses the pejorative connotation to drive home her point: as “a
penniless girl—an adventuress” in the eyes of his family and the world, she claims, she
cannot and will not marry Tillington.84 This installment—only the second in the series—ends
with an endearing moment of friendship between Cayley and Lady Georgiana, who hopes to
“find in the end some convenient road” to a marriage between her nephew and her newfound friend.85 The reader, too, is left wondering how Cayley’s and Tillington’s fortunes
might be equalized.
Throughout the series, Cayley’s principles regarding marriage are tested several
times. Cayley regularly chooses her desire for financial equitability within a marriage over
the proposals of men who can offer financial stability, which counters Willis’ claim that
Cayley’s independence is the result of “financial necessity, not abstract principle.”86 The
myriad proposals, and the three different men who make them, serve the dual purpose of
weaving light romance through the series and of reinforcing Cayley’s progressive ideas about
the role of marriage for the modern woman. The final proposal comes unsurprisingly from
Tillington after he inherits Ashurst’s fortune. Despite his progressive views, he ignores
Cayley’s earlier rejections and telegraphs her that he “trusted, in spite of this untoward
circumstance, long absence may have altered my determination. ‘Dear Lois,’ he wrote, ‘I
expect you to come back to England and marry me!’”87 Tillington, as one of many stand-ins
for conventional society, fails to internalize and understand Cayley’s principled stance
against mercenary marriage. Cayley does not capitulate to the expectation that she run to him
when he, now a member of the wealthiest class, crooked his finger, so to speak. Instead, she
tells the reader that “nothing, meanwhile, had altered my resolve.”88
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Before Allen finally changes her “no” to a “yes,” he complicates the power dynamic
between the lovers. After Tillington’s new fortune disappears due to the jury’s guilty verdict,
the reader might hope that this clears the way for the romance plot. Instead, Allen teases
them by concluding the story with newsboys shouting, “Mysterious disappearance of Mr.
‘Arold Tillington!”89 In evading arrest, Tillington not only breaks the moral code of a
gentleman but also erases an opportunity for Cayley to perform femininity in comforting
him. Likewise, she cannot perform modernity in solving the case. Furthermore, they cannot
get married if he is a fugitive, for Cayley’s moral code, as it has been established throughout
the serial, would forbid her marrying someone refusing to act honorably. As Cayley sits in
her lonely hotel room, “too heart-sick for observation,” Tillington arrives in a disguise that
will “only serve [him] for a day or two; but it will last long enough for [them] to get safely to
Scotland […] for a Scotch marriage.”90 Cayley’s response reinforces her principled stance on
marriage: “This calamity has its happy side—for without it, much as I love you, I could never
have brought myself to marry you!”91 Only now does Cayley agree to marry him and to wait
for the end of his jail sentence to begin their life together. The rest of the eleventh adventure
consists of their journey to Scotland, in which they are able to evade the detectives seeking
the fugitive, get married, and restore Tillington’s honor by turning him in to the local police.
As the newlyweds travel separately back to London, Cayley has time to reflect on the
mystery of the will. Cayley, nee Mrs. Tillington, says goodbye to her husband and tells him
that she has “found a clue” that gives her great hope.92 Rather than watch Tillington depart
the station, as a dutiful wife would, Cayley “jump[s] into a hansom” and dashes off in pursuit
of justice. Her first task as wife, therefore, is not a meek entrée into the domestic sphere but a
bold, adventurous return to her sometime role as detective.
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VII.— Conclusion
By depicting Cayley as the principled savior of her husband’s reputation, Allen
vindicates Cayley and her embodiment of the modern woman as an adventuress who boldly
goes where her will takes her yet protects her reputation as she does so; whose autonomy is
clear, yet is not at odds with society; and most importantly, who cuts her own path through
the world. The final installment, “The Adventure of the Unprofessional Detective” (February
1899), brings each of these qualities together. When Cayley returns to her occasional role as
detective, her solution to the mystery rests in her knowledge of the typewriting business. In
her first public act as a married woman, she visits Ashurst’s lawyer and tells him of her
“fresh doubts” about the will.93 The aged lawyer exclaims, “You’ve hit it!” and then proceeds
to join her at the court, where Cayley closely examines the typed document.94 Her keen
observation skills, which have been lauded throughout the serial, lead her to uncover the plot,
for the document in her hand contains the correct content but is not the actual document that
she had typed. Indeed, she notes, “There is character in typewriting, just as there is in
handwriting, only, of course, not quite so much of it. Every operator is liable to his own
peculiar tricks and blunders.”95 In countering the existing notion of the typewriter as a
mechanical extension of the typewriting machine, Cayley also subtly counters the
overarching notion that secretarial work unsexes women by making them automatons.
Instead, Cayley’s job as a typewriter demanded her attention; her intellectual engagement in
the task ultimately leads to her ability to prove Tillington innocent. Allen’s emphasis on
Cayley’s principles comes to the forefront here, for it would be easy to dismiss Cayley’s
vindication of Tillington as a self-serving, mercenary task to ensure her own comfort as his
spouse. Instead, it is the means by which she ensures that justice is done. She uses her own
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skills and intellect to not only free Tillington but also to remove scandal from her newly
acquired family, including her friend Lady Georgiana. In a sense, Cayley earns her right to
the inherited money through her own detective work.
In the end, Allen does give his readers a “happily ever after” ending in which the now
wealthy couple live out their days together. However, unlike the traditional romance plots
that abounded during the nineteenth century, it is an intelligent, bold, and assertive modern
woman who brings about the happy ending. Notably, Cayley only makes a single comment
about their married life: “Harold and I are happy in the sweetest place in Gloucestershire.”96
While readers of the Strand might assume that Cayley settles quietly into the traditional role
of wife and mother, the principled adventures and the various points of social acceptance for
her spirited nature suggest that others might well see beyond their own experiences and
imagine that Cayley continued to live as a modern adventuress. Browne’s final illustration
for the serial emphasizes this open-ended conclusion, while simultaneously drawing attention
to the conventional behaviors of society that the story overwrites (figure 13). Cayley,
wearing her modern coat, stands with Tillington on the edge of the sidewalk, ready to step
into their modern marriage. The two look scornfully at Lord Southminster, who is saying to
the man, the husband, “Your wife has bested me!”97 Browne’s choice of this caption draws
attention to the absurdity of talking past the woman to the man when he could have
acknowledged her directly. The visual distance between Lord Southminster and the couple
gives the reader, once again, space in which to align themselves with the adventuress instead
of the conventional fool. It is easy to infer their choice, for Cayley has bested Lord
Southminster and the conventional notions about gender roles that he represents.
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Scholar Kate Jackson argues that “the success of the Strand […] lay in the way in
which it offered a synthesis of continuity and change, consolidating the experiences of a
generation caught in flux.”98 Indeed, Grant Allen’s serial text and Gordon Browne’s
illustrations offer a clear model of this synthesis. Given the editorial practices of the period, it
is unlikely that Grant Allen had much of a say in the illustrations that added visual layers of
interpretive meaning to Miss Cayley’s Adventures. But we do know, from Browne’s
interview with Chums in 1894, that the illustrator intentionally worked to visually represent
the author’s impressions. The Strand’s editorial choice to pair Allen and Browne, both of
whom pushed against the boundaries of conventional womanhood, reinforced George
Newnes’s desire that his periodical would show readers something beyond what they had
seen before. He not only wanted to entertain readers but also to create space for them to
imagine what might come next. Allen’s story and Browne’s illustrations were not, as
Reginald Pound would have us believe, a mirror of their readers’ “tastes, prejudices, and
intellectual limitations.”99 Rather, they demonstrate how the magazine could present
progressive modern subjectivities in a palatable form. Miss Cayley’s Adventures satisfies the
middlebrow reader’s desire for light literature while at the same time redrawing the line
between old stereotypes and new adventuresses. Just as Lois Cayley cut her own pattern for
life while still conforming to the general strictures of polite society, the Strand invited its
readers to “see the changes […] before them.”100
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